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ABSTRACT
For many automated classification tasks, collecting labeled data is
the key barrier to training a useful supervised model. Interfaces for
interactive labeling tighten the loop of labeled data collection and
model development, enabling a subject-matter expert to quickly es-
tablish the feasibility of a classifier to address a problem of interest.
These interactive machine learning (IML) interfaces iteratively sam-
ple unlabeled data for annotation, train a new model, and display
feedback on the model’s estimated performance. Different sampling
strategies affect both the rate at which the model improves and
the bias of performance estimates. We compare the performance
of three sampling strategies in the “early-stage” of label collection,
starting from zero labeled data. By simulating a user’s interactions
with an IML labeling interface, we demonstrate a trade-off between
improving a text classifier’s performance and computing unbiased
estimates of that performance. We show that supplementing early-
stage sampling with user-guided text search can effectively “seed”
a classifier with positive documents without compromising gen-
eralization performance—particularly for imbalanced tasks where
positive documents are rare. We argue for the benefits of incor-
porating search alongside active learning in IML interfaces and
identify design trade-offs around the use of non-random sampling
strategies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Automated classification systems are widely used for reducing hu-
man effort and creating structure from diverse data. Supervised
machine learning approaches are the go-to approach for automated
classification, but collection of labeled data is required in order to
train and evaluate the resulting model. Interactive machine learning
(IML) systems aim to tighten the loop of labeled data collection and
model development in order to quickly establish the feasibility of
training a model for a new classification task. Subject-matter ex-
perts can use an IML interface to train an initial model and receive
immediate feedback on the model’s performance. This feedback al-
lows the expert to explore a classification problem before investing
in creating large amounts of labeled data, e.g., via crowd-sourcing.
In many cases the cost of labeling must be paid before problem
feasibility is known, which limits innovation to those technologies
that do not require labeled data or for which suitable data already
exists. IML systems offer the promise for machine learning novices
to apply their subject-matter expertise to classification problems of
interest, from the highly individual (personal email categorization)
to problems of broad interest (vandalism detection on Wikipedia).
An IML data labeling interface can enable experts who understand
end-users’ needs—including end-users themselves—to quickly train
and evaluate a classification model.

While IML techniques are diverse, the exemplar interface for
an IML labeling system iteratively samples data for a user to label,
trains a model from the provided labels, and displays an estimate
of the model’s performance so far. Compared with static annota-
tion efforts, IML uses interactivity to promote understanding of
the data and to learn an effective classifier with fewer total labels
provided [21]. In this paper, we focus on three aspects of interactive
labeling systems for text classification: using active learning to
select the data that are shown to the user [2], visualizing model
performance [61], and incorporating user-guided sampling via full-
text search [4]. We investigate these aspects by simulating a user’s
repeated interactions with an IML system across various sampling
and search strategies. We show that these aspects implicate design
trade-offs in terms of model performance. See Figure 1 for a demon-
stration of the trade-offs we investigate in this paper. As a person’s
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(b) Uncertainty(a) Random (c) SearchMax F1: 0.831 Max F1: 0.912 Max F1: 0.841 

True
Estimated

Figure 1: A simulated subject-matter expert uses an IML labeling interface to train a binary text classifier on a novel business
problem. In (a), she iteratively labels 10 randomly-sampled documents at a time until she has labeled 200 total. She uses the
interface’s estimate of the classifier’s performance to assess her progress. The performance estimate is computed using cross-
validation, so is high variance but is an unbiased estimate of the true generalization performance, which is unknown to the
expert but computed in our simulations from held-out data. In (b), she uses the same process, but the IML interface selects
the 10 documents for the expert to label at each batch using uncertainty sampling, an active learning technique commonly
used in IML labeling interfaces. While the generalization performance of the classifier is higher when active learning is used
relative to the performance at the same number of randomly-sampled data, the estimated performance is lower than the
true performance and decreases as additional data is labeled. With high bias in the performance estimate, the expert cannot
accurately assess the feasibility of conducting a larger, more-costly annotation process for the problem. In (c), the expert uses
their domain knowledge to search for and label the first 10 documents using a full-text search query before using random
sampling, which biases the performance estimate towards initial over-optimism but helps achieve faster model growth and
more stable performance estimates. These three examples are the median of 100 simulated runs (by true F1 score at n=200) on
the Cat = Books task, introduced in sec. 3.1. Dashed line indicates max F1 at n=200.

initial experience with a labeling interface affects their trust of the
system and their assessment of the classification task, we focus on
early-stage IML: the first minutes or hours of a person’s experience
with the system, where dozens rather than thousands of labels have
been provided. We address three research questions:

RQ1:Which sampling strategies producemodels with low
generalization error during early-stage IML? The first step in
an IML system is the selection of a batch of one or more documents
to be labeled. Active learning methods select the data that will most
improve the classifier by some metric and are the “cornerstone” of
IML systems because they reduce costly human time spent labeling
data [18]. However, by intentionally biasing the labeled sample, the
resulting classifier may be difficult to evaluate and vulnerable to
spurious correlations [37, 45, 72]. We contrast random sampling of
unlabeled data with two representative active learning techniques
in order to explore the efficacy of these approaches during early-
stage learning.

RQ2: What is the impact of non-i.i.d. sampling strategies
on estimatingmodel performance?Visualizing the model’s per-
formance helps the user predict the classifier’s likelihood of accept-
ability for their task [61], helps the user feel the model is improv-
ing with their efforts [61], affects the user’s trust in the trained
model [71], and enables stopping when a target performance is
reached [37]. Visualizing model performance requires low-bias
estimates of that performance, but statistical methods such as cross-
validation assume that labeled data is independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.), an assumption that is violated when non-random
sampling or user-guided search are used [62]. Further, these meth-
ods can produce high-variance estimates in small samples [11]. We

compare the bias and variance of cross-validation estimates for the
three sampling strategies.

RQ3: Under what conditions can user-guided search be in-
corporated into early-stage labeling? Guided learning is an al-
ternative to active learning inwhich the user directly selects data for
labeling [4]. Search enables users to apply their domain knowledge
to find documents, which is particularly appealing in highly class-
imbalanced settings. While guided learning has been successful
for several tasks, these approaches have mostly relied on exter-
nal [36, 41] or visual search tools [31]. Incorporating text search
into IML systems may improve classifier performance [60], but the
bias introduced by both search and active learning may compound
and result in a negative feedback loop wherein poor initial classi-
fier performance leads to ineffective active learning [5]. Previous
IML interfaces have used text search to seed the classifier with
minority-class documents [60, 64, 67] or to correct for a heavy class
imbalance [17]. However, the impact of using these approaches
on classifier generalization performance in early-stage labeling is
unknown. We use human-generated search queries to evaluate the
utility of search across a variety of imbalanced class distributions.

Our simulations with four binary text classification tasks demon-
strate a trade-off between improving a classifier’s performance
and computing unbiased estimates of that performance. We show
that supplementing early-stage sampling with user-guided text
search can effectively “seed” a classifier with positive documents
without compromising generalization performance, particularly for
tasks with a class imbalance. Our empirical results provide evidence
that search can be used alongside active learning in IML labeling
interfaces to increase generalization performance. In total, our simu-
lations demonstrate potential costs and benefits to using text search
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and active learning for text classification across a wide range of
conditions and serve as a necessary precursor to a future user study.
We propose guidelines for people creating text classification models
and designing IML text classification interfaces.

2 RELATEDWORK
Interactive machine learning (IML) [24] is an interaction paradigm
describing a broad set of systems where end-users engage with a
user interface to iteratively train a machine learning model. Exam-
ples of IML systems in everyday use include junk email filtering sys-
tems (e.g., “mark as spam”) and online recommender systems (e.g.,
star ratings) [21]. Beyond these common cases, more targeted IML
systems have been developed for a broad array of interesting uses,
including automatic citation screening for clinical researchers [65],
visual recognition of music conductors’ movements [57], and recog-
nition of symbolic gestures for user input [46]. IML systems support
a variety of machine learning tasks [47], including clustering [15],
classification [33], and natural language processing [40]. Dudley
and Kristensson provide a survey of research on the design of IML
systems [21]. We focus here on IML systems that collect data la-
bels from users, as distinct from collecting keywords, explanations,
contrast sets, or labeling functions [18, 47].

For IML labeling systems, selecting the sample of data to be
labeled is a key concern. Many IML systems incorporate active
learning, which refers to techniques for selecting training exam-
ples that will provide the most information to a learner, in order
to save the end-user time and effort picking the most effective in-
stances [69] and to reduce total labels needed [58]. However, active
learning may not be as effective in the cold-start context before the
learner is able to make strong predictions [72], and may struggle to
locate instances in problems with highly-skewed class distributions
or many pockets of rare subclasses [5]. We examine these claims
through experiments with two active learning variants (uncertainty
sampling [58] and diversity sampling [72]) across different levels
of class skew in a cold-start environment.

An alternative to traditional ML sampling techniques is search,
where the end-user is able to manually locate instances to inter-
act with. Under extreme skew, “guiding” the learning with user
searches has been shown theoretically to improve performance
compared to active learning [4, 8]. Prior empirical work has shown
gains from user-guided search, especially when the end-user is
experienced with the application domain [31, 64, 67]. Moreover,
human-computer interaction studies of IML design have found
that end-users want the ability “to search through more and varied
samples” [50]. However, guided search can lead to biased samples
and unnecessary expense for balanced datasets; researchers have
investigated higher-level strategies for IML to switch between these
paradigms to optimally train a classifier [41]. We run experiments
with text classification tasks to better understand the conditions
where user-guided search can complement active learning.

Beyond sampling strategies, a key question in the design of IML
is how the system should communicate the current state of its
model [2]. Much research around these questions has focused on
user-centered evaluation of prototype systems to learn about spe-
cific design choices. For instance, Amershi et al. [1] study techniques

Table 1: Binary tasks for the Amazon Review dataset. Tasks
vary in their positive class proportion (α ) and their diffi-
culty. Maximum test set performance is shown in terms of
F1 score, recall, precision, and average precision respectively
with 10K training documents.

Task α F110K R10K P10K AP10K
Is Verified 78.28% 0.8932 0.9471 0.8451 0.9062
Is 5 Star 61.98% 0.8713 0.8948 0.8491 0.9256
Cat = Books 25.11% 0.9273 0.9072 0.9465 0.9720
Cat = Movie/TV 6.45% 0.7670 0.7008 0.8493 0.8285

for visualizing the learner’s concepts in an image classification sys-
tem, analyzing several different ways for selecting representative
examples that best demonstrate the concept the model has learned.
Sun et al. [61] build a prototype system to explore visualization
strategies to enhance the end-users understanding of the underly-
ing dataset and the classifier’s decisions. In this work, we assume
the use of standard classification metrics to reflect the system’s per-
formance (e.g., F1 score), and focus on deepening our understanding
of how different sampling strategies (including active learning and
full-text search) affect the system’s ability to accurately estimate
model performance.

3 INTERACTIVE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
We implemented an IML system that samples batches of unlabeled
documents and collects document labels from a human user. In or-
der to compare the impact of various sampling and search strategies
on classifier performance, we simulate a user’s iterative interactions
with that system, including providing labels and filtering the un-
labeled documents with full-text searches. For each of four binary
classification tasks, described in sec. 3.1, we simulate the user’s
interactions with the IML system as the sampling strategy varies.

First, the IML system retrieves a batch of unlabeled documents
for the user to label. A batch here means a set of documents that
are sampled and shown to the user simultaneously for annotation.
Second, we simulate this human annotation process by providing
the known task-specific labels for the batch to the system. Third,
after each batch is labeled, a new classifier is trained using the
configuration described in sec. 3.2. Fourth, the new classifier is used
to compute both a truemeasure of generalization performance from
a held-out test set that would not be available to the IML system’s
user and an estimated measure of that generalization performance
from the provided labels that would be available—as described in
sec. 3.3. Finally, the system samples a new batch from the unlabeled
pool and the iterative labeling process continues until the user
chooses to stop; our simulated user stops labeling at 200 documents.
The strategies used for sampling each batch from the unlabeled
pool are described in sec. 3.4. Before each batch, the user can also
choose to filter the unlabeled pool with a full-text search query
before the sampling strategy is applied. We simulate these search
behaviors with strategies for when to search—such as only before
the first batch to seed the classifier with positive documents—and
which queries are used, both described in sec. 3.5. Ultimately, we use
the described IML system and simulated human user to conduct a
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variety of simulations using different sampling and search strategies,
as described in sec. 4. An overview of our system is shown in
Figure 2.

3.1 Dataset
We conduct our experiments on a dataset of 150 million Amazon
customer reviews.1 We selected this dataset because the purpose of
the texts is focused but the topics are diverse. Using metadata for
the reviews, we create four binary classification tasks with differing
positive class proportions and that variously capture information
about the review writer or the reviewed product. For each task,
the trained model uses only the review title and text to predict the
metadata value. The tasks are: Is Verified (true if the review writer
is a verified purchaser of the product), Is 5 Star (true if the writer
assigned the product the maximum review score of 5 stars), and two
product category tasks. Product category is a broad categorization
of the product; we select two at different positive class proportions:
Books and Movie/TV. Additional details are in Appendix D.

We randomly sampled 10,000 training reviews to serve as unla-
beled documents eligible for sampling during simulation and 10,000
testing reviews for computing generalization performance. Table 1
shows the four tasks and their positive class proportions (α ) on the
training documents. Table 1 also shows the performance of models
trained for each task with all training documents available. These
scores represent the maximum feasible performance for each task
for the learning configuration described in sec. 3.2 and represent a
generalization performance target for any classifier trained via the
IML interface [37]. To ensure the strongest possible comparison
target, we conducted a hyperparameter search to maximize test-
set F1 score considering only two parameters: the proportion of
minority-class documents to include in the training data ∈ [0, 0.5]—
implemented as undersampling—and a weight correction for the
undersampling—implemented as BBSC [43]. Note that tasks vary
in their modeling “difficulty”.

3.2 Feature Representation & Statistical
Learner

We use a fixed configuration for all models: logistic regression with
ℓ2 regularization trained on RoBERTa contextualized word embed-
dings. RoBERTa [44] is a large language model from which we
extract feature representations from the first 512 tokens of each
document [68], a pre-processing step that can be cached to reduce
training time. Contextualized word embeddings from large lan-
guage models are particularly intriguing in small-sample contexts
like IML due to the their few-shot learning capabilities [12], and
others have used word embeddings in IML contexts specifically in
pursuit of their richness for few-shot learning [6]. To combine the
contextualized word embeddings into a fixed-length document rep-
resentation, we averaged the embeddings for each token (i.e., mean
pooling, see [59]). We did not pre-train RoBERTa on our dataset.

To set the feature representation and statistical learner, we con-
ducted experiments on the Is 5 Stars and Is Verified tasks.2 For
the feature representation, we compared bag-of-words with three

1https://s3.amazonaws.com/amazon-reviews-pds/readme.html
2Details in Appendix B.

RoBERTa-based variants: mean pooling, max pooling, and the rep-
resentation of the CLS token. For the statistical learner, we com-
pared logistic regression, gradient-boosted decision trees, linear
SVMs, and two-layer feedforward neural nets with a sigmoid head.
Between 20 and 500 labeled training documents, mean pooling
dominated for all learners; bag-of-words may be more effective in
the extremely low-sample context (n < 20), but was outclassed
by all RoBERTa representations as n increased. While the neural
net outperformed logistic regression by as much as 0.1 F1 score at
some sample sizes, we found this behavior to be inconsistent: per-
formance was highly sensitive to the Adam hyperparameters and
the hidden layer size. Thus, we opt for logistic regression, which
has the additional benefits of being fast to train and well-calibrated,
both beneficial traits in an IML context.3 It is heartening that the
rich RoBERTa representations can be effectively incorporated via a
quick-to-train model.

3.3 Model Metrics & Estimation
We consider two distinct modeling goals for an IML interface: (a)
maximizing model generalization performance and (b) minimizing
the bias and variance of estimates of generalization performance.

3.3.1 True performance. We define generalization performance
as the performance of the current classifier on the full document
pool, where the goal of the user is generally to train a classifier
that maximizes generalization performance. In practice, general-
ization performance is estimated from empirical performance on
labeled data. We use performance on the held-out test set of 10,000
documents as a low-bias proxy for “true” generalization perfor-
mance. This true performance estimate enables us to compare the
impact of various sampling and search strategies on generalization
performance.

3.3.2 Estimated performance. While training a classifier that maxi-
mizes generalization performance may be the user’s top priority,
users of IML interfaces also desire feedback on their progress and an
estimate of the classifier’s efficacy and uncertainty on the task [21].
Further, accurate estimates of model performance as more data is
collected enables estimating the shape and power-law exponent of
the learning curve [32, 62]. This information can be used to predict
the amount of additional data that needs to be labeled to reach
a target performance [42]. To support these goals, an estimate of
model generalization must be computed from the small number of
labels provided by the user.

One approach is to require the user of an IML interface to conduct
preliminary or intermittent labeling on randomly-sampled data in
order to construct a test set for evaluation. For example, Sun et al.
task their users with first labeling 100 documents and then visualize
model performance on those 100 documents [61]. However, up-
front labeling is unappealing for exploratory labeling tasks, as the
user is unable to get early feedback on the performance of the
model—one of the core motivations for exploratory labeling in the
first place. Further, the user’s understanding of a task can shift as
they explore the data [38], which invalidates any existing labeled
test data and motivates identifying concept or task shifts as quickly

3We used scikit-learn for model optimization and prediction [53], NumPy [30] for data
manipulation, and Matplotlib [35] for producing visualizations.
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Figure 2: An overview of the system components in our simulations.

as possible. Instead of a separate test set, we estimate generalization
performance from the labels provided so far.

Cross-validation (CV) is the primary approach used for estimat-
ing generalization performance when a defined validation or test
set is not available. k-fold CV randomly splits the data into k equal-
size subsamples and treats each subsample in turn as the validation
data for a model trained from all other subsamples. As k increases,
estimate variance decreases but computational cost increases [20].
We set k = 50 in our simulations.4

3.3.3 Metrics. While an IML interface might selectively display
metrics of interest to the user, we focus on F1 score as a metric that
is robust to class imbalance and incorporates both the positive and
negative class. Where possible, we report precision and recall values
as well, at a 0.5 decision threshold. We report average precision
(AP) where appropriate. Equivalent to the area under the Precision-
Recall curve, AP provides a measure of model calibration and model
performance as the score threshold varies.

3.4 Sampling & Ranking Strategies
Sampling from a pool of unlabeled documents can be viewed as
a ranking problem. Traditional random sampling of n documents
constitutes selecting the top n documents of a random ranking.
Active learning is a machine learning paradigm that ranks a pool
of unlabeled documents based on some measure of their expected
utility to the learning problem. In contrast, information retrieval
methods for full-text search rank documents based on the expected
relevance of that document to the searcher. In IML interfaces that
support text search, these two approaches are potentially in tension.
Our IML system ranks all unlabeled training documents using one
of the methods described below and selects the top n as a batch to
receive labels.5 Active learning is a large field, so we include two
baseline approaches that reflect two core pillars of active learning.6
The sampling approaches we consider are:

4If the number of labeled data n is < 50, we set k = n instead. i.e., k = min(50, n)
5While prior work has found active learning gains using batch-aware strategies beyond
top-n selection, these gains are generally modest [14]. Thus, we use top-n rankings as
the more parsimonious and widely-used strategy.
6Some active learning approaches use importance sampling to explicitly correct for the
sampling bias introduced [7]. Such approaches give theoretically-unbiased estimates of
the risk [26]. We implemented LCB-AL [27], the current state-of-the-art among pool-
based active learning algorithms that provide these unbiased estimates. Empirically,
in the early-sample setting we found LCB-AL to perform equivalently to random
sampling in terms of true performance and worse in terms of estimated performance.
(See Appendix F.) For simplicity of presentation, we omit LCB-AL from our primary
results.

(1) Random. To construct a batch, random sampling selects n
documents uniformly at random from the unlabeled training pool—
equivalent to ranking the documents by a random score.
(2) Uncertainty. Uncertainty sampling is a widely-used active
learning technique that ranks documents according to their “uncer-
tainty” to an existing classifier [58]. In the binary case, documents
are scored using their normalized predictions f (d) according to
1− | f (d) − 0.5|. For logistic regression, the highest scores are those
closest to the decision boundary. Uncertainty methods can do badly
in the first few iterations of batch-mode active learning [72]; we
can get caught in a “vicious cycle” where uninformative labels lead
to an uninformative model and thus further bad ranking [5, 67].
If a classifier is not available—i.e., when fewer than two positive
and two negative documents are labeled—random sampling is used
instead.
(3) Diversity. Diversity sampling attempts to create batches in
which the selected documents are dissimilar to each other [23].
Diversity-based methods generally involve computing the distance
between documents in their feature representations [72]. We use
a baseline evaluated by Yuan et al. as similarly-effective to more
complex approaches [72]: run k-means for 10 iterations on the un-
labeled training pool’s RoBERTa embeddings, then rank documents
by their distance to the nearest cluster center and select the docu-
ments closest to each center to fill the batch. While Yuan et al. set
k equal to the batch size |B | and returned the nearest neighbor of
all cluster centers, their batch size of 100 is much larger than most
IML interfaces. We observed significant performance variation for
small batch sizes, so we instead allow k > |B | and fill each batch
by selecting randomly from the k documents closest to the cluster
centers. Once k documents are sampled after k/|B | batches, we
re-execute k-means on the remaining unlabeled pool and repeat.
We evaluated k ∈ [10, 200], finding minimal differences above 50
and opting for k = 100 for consistency with Yuan et al. In IML
interfaces, k-means-based diversity sampling has been previously
used by Park et al. to identify texts representative of a dataset [52].
(4) BM25. When the user conducts a search via a text query, rank-
ing strategies that attempt to model the relevance of each document
to the searcher can be used. In contrast, the three prior ranking
approaches model the “relevance” of each document to the model,
which leads to concerns that using human relevance ranking meth-
ods may degrade sample efficiency and thus model performance.
We chose BM25 as a strong, widely-used relevance baseline [3, 55].
To score documents using BM25, we use the Anserini system with
default parameters for BM25 to retrieve and score documents given
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Table 2: Top human queries for each task, sorted by positive class proportion in the filtered pool

Task Human Queries

Is Verified confirmed purchase, verified purchase, Returning the product, i purchased this several times
Is 5 Star Excellent, best, Great, recommend, highly recommended, happy, excellent quality, amazing product
Cat = Books Author, novel, book, fiction, page turner, reading, detective stories, an engaging story, non-fiction
Cat = Movie/TV IMDB, Oscar, Actor, actress, films, movies, Movie, hilarious episodes, watching, re-watch, TV shows

a text query [70]. It is unclear if search users in an IML context
perceive relevance-based ranking to be important or desirable [56],
but use of such rankings may be important for meeting users’ ex-
pectations around search interfaces. By using BM25, we quantify
the extent to which relevance-based ranking affects model general-
ization performance in the early-stage IML context.

3.5 Search Strategies
We evaluate the use of guided learning for early-stage IML through
full-text search over the training documents. In this environment,
a search query represents a filtering of the unlabeled training doc-
ument pool to a subset on which the sampling strategy is subse-
quently applied. Thus, we explore two considerations for modeling
a user’s search process: when to search and which queries to use. A
summary is shown in Figure 3. The default behavior is to conduct
no search, such that the sampling strategy ranks every unlabeled
document. Under what conditions should a search be conducted?
We consider the following conditions:
(1) To seed the classifier. (Seed Search.) Search until two positive
documents are labeled, which is the threshold for training an initial
classifier. For tasks with a high class imbalance, random or diversity
sampling may retrieve a low proportion of positive documents.
Uncertainty sampling cannot function at all until a classifier is
trained. Thus, we use search to address this cold-start problem
and quickly train an initial classifier [4]. This search strategy was
previously used in [64].
(2) To correct a class imbalance. (Imbalance Search.) Search
when fewer than 25% of labeled documents are positive, with the
intent to identify additional positive documents. Extreme class
imbalance can make learning an effective model challenging [43],
so addressing a class imbalance via search has the potential to
satisfy both the user and the needs of the statistical learner. This
search strategy is encouraged by Chew et al.’s IML interface to “fix
skew” [17].
(3) At random. (Random Search.) Users of IML systems with
search features have diverse motivations for searching beyond
maximizing the benefit of new labels to the model. To represent
other motivations that might arise in actual practice, we choose to
search (or not) at each batch, with search probability 20%.

In practice, humans select queries in diverse ways. In an IML
context, the user’s familiarity with the task and the dataset may
affect their ability to construct queries that retrieve positive-class
documents that can improve the classifier. To reflect that variance,
we conducted experiments with both human-solicited queries and
generated queries. We consider two primary7 query sets:

7See Appendix E for additional query sets.

(1) Human.We surveyed five working data scientists familiar with
the dataset to provide 3-10 text queries that they would use to look
for documents in the positive class for each of the four tasks (see
Appendix C). The resulting set included between 15 and 25 queries
for each task (samples shown in Table 2). No filtering was done on
the queries; two queries returned no positive documents in their
respective task.8 To conduct searches during our simulations, we
select a query at random in each batch for which the search con-
dition is met. The remaining unlabeled training pool is filtered to
contain only the documents retrieved by Anserini given that query
(i.e., documents with a positive BM25 score). Multi-token queries
are handled via the Anserini default [70]. Across all tasks, the me-
dian human query retrieves 606 training documents and increases
the positive class proportion in the filtered pool by +10%, which
indicates that human queries are generally effective at identifying
additional minority-class documents. If a search would retrieve
fewer than 5 documents (because those documents have already
been labeled in a prior batch), a different query is selected at random
from the set.
(2) Oracle.What search results are “optimal” from a modeling per-
spective? Balanced samples with an equal number of positive and
negative training points are easiest for modern statistical learners
to produce highly-discriminative classifiers [43]. Thus, we include
an “oracle” search that returns a stratified random sample with an
equal number of positive and negative documents. Notably, our
oracle search reproduces the guided learning approach used by
Attenberg and Provost in their original simulations [4]. Our study
extends beyond this idealized representation to compare against
specific search queries.

4 METHODS
We conducted simulations on the Amazon Reviews dataset to ex-
plore the varying impact of sampling and search strategies on true
and estimated performance. We report results for 20 batches with a
batch size of 10, for a final classifier trained with 200 labels. Similar
to Englhardt et al., we found that increasing batch size up to about
50 had a minimal impact on performance [23], suggesting that batch
size can be fixed according to design concerns without negatively
impacting the classifier. For all reported simulations, we computed
100 independent runs. Within each run, we pool the predictions
from all CV folds after each batch to compute the performance
metrics [25]; then, for each metric, we compute the mean and 95%
CI for each batch across all runs.

To address RQ1, we ran simulations using the random, uncer-
tainty, and diversity sampling strategies, computing true general-
ization performance on the held-out test data after each batch. To
8“Rotten tomatoes” and “cinema” (Cat = Movie/TV).
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Human query set

(a) Should search? (b) Build filtered pool 
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random query

Filter unlabeled
pool

Search the
Anserini index

If < 5 documents in pool

Oracle query set

Sample 5 positive docs

Rank 
filtered 
pool

(c) Re-rank filtered pool

Sample 5 negative docs

If using BM25 ranking

Display
top 10

New batch 
requested

Seed search condition:
● < 2 positive labeled docs?

Imbalance search condition:
● < 25% positive labeled docs?

Random search condition:
● p ~ Unif(0,1); p < 0.2?

Yes

If not searching, do not filter unlabeled pool
No

Figure 3: Method used to simulate full-text search.
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Figure 4: True and estimated performance for three tasks and sampling strategies. True performance (top row) is shown as the
difference between the test performance on themodel trainedwith all training data (F110K in Table 1) and the test performance
after n labeled data are collected (F1n ) over n

10 batches (X axis). The IML system is striving for a true performance difference of
0 (dashed line) in as few batches as possible. Estimation performance (bottom row) is computed as the difference between the
cross-validation estimate that uses only the labeled data (F̂1n ) and the performance on the held-out test data (F1n ). A difference
of 0 means no estimation bias. Shading denotes 95% CI for the mean difference in F1 scores over 100 runs.

address RQ2, we computed estimates of generalization performance
using cross-validation after each batch. We compute estimation bias
as the difference between the estimated and the true performance.
We compute the variance for the estimation bias using the 100 inde-
pendent random runs, an approach used by Hanczar et al. [29]. To
address RQ3, we repeated experiments from RQ1 and RQ2 with the
addition of search. We primarily focus on seed search: searching in
the first batches to identify positive labels quickly so that a model
can be trained.

5 RESULTS
5.1 RQ1: Sampling strategies
Table 3 shows true model performance after 10 and 20 batches. Note
the low performance for the task with the highest class imbalance,
Cat = Movie/TV; we will focus on addressing this imbalance in
RQ3, using search to address the cold-start problem. The top row
of Figure 4 plots the true performance over all 20 batches. We note
that Is Verified is an “easier” learning problem; even classifiers
with 10-20 labeled points achieve high performance relative to the

classifier trainedwith all 10,000 training points. In the other “harder”
problems, we note that uncertainty sampling produces classifiers
with the highest true performance.

5.2 RQ2: Estimation bias and variance
While uncertainty sampling produced classifiers with the best true
performance relative to random and diversity sampling, how well
can that performance be estimated from the labeled data? The
second row of Figure 4 plots estimation bias, revealing that ran-
dom sampling achieves the least biased performance estimation of
the three methods. We define a pessimistic approach as one that
consistently underestimates true performance, while an optimistic
approach consistently overestimates. After 20 batches, uncertainty
sampling produces a pessimistic F1 estimate more than 0.1 lower
than the true performance across the first three tasks.9 Additionally,

9Despite the pessimistic trend observed with uncertainty sampling, estimated perfor-
mance is optimistic in the first five batches for Cat = Books and in all of the batches for
Cat = Movie/TV. One explanation suggests that optimism and pessimism occur when
data are selected far from or close to the optimal decision boundary respectively [37].
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performance.

diversity sampling produces optimistic estimates for Is 5 Star and
Cat = Books.

In addition to low bias, we also want performance estimates to
have low variance. Figure 5 shows the bias and variance together
for each sampling strategy. While the variance of all estimators
shrink as additional labeled data is acquired, across all tasks and
sampling strategies the estimated performance has a standard de-
viation >0.2. The estimate variance for uncertainty sampling is
consistently larger than the others. For Cat = Books, the diversity
sampling variance is lower than random sampling, which suggests
a bias/variance trade-off depending on the sampling strategy and
task.10

How to address the high estimation bias introduced by non-
random sampling strategies? One strategy to decrease bias while

Thus, the early optimism for Cat = Books may be due to weak initial classifiers that
misrank uninteresting data that are far from the eventual decision boundary [5].
10We observe a similar trade-off with alternative estimation strategies. In addition to
cross-validation, we conducted experiments with two bootstrapping strategies—out-
of-bag and .632 [22, 29]—finding that they reduced estimate variance at the cost of
increased bias and computation time.

still gaining the generalization benefits observed from uncertainty
sampling is to increase the proportion of data that is randomly
sampled. Figure 6 shows a variant of cross-validation that samples
20% of each batch randomly and then estimates performance only
on those randomly-sampled documents. This approach reduces the
bias of uncertainty sampling, but at the cost of increased variance
due to the smaller sample size: another estimation trade-off.

5.3 RQ3: Search
Does search improve generalization performance? We conducted
simulations with the search strategies and query sets defined in sec.
3.5. Table 4 compares true model performance for seed search vs the
no-search defaults presented in Table 3.We find that seed search has
minimal impact for the first three tasks, but substantially improves
true performance for Cat = Movie/TV—the task with the lowest
positive class proportion. For Cat = Movie/TV, while the greatest
absolute increases in true performance occur with diversity and
random sampling only the uncertainty sampling approach produces
a reasonable F1 score. We will omit further discussion of diversity
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Figure 7: Search + random sampling: true performance (F1n − F110K) and estimation bias (F̂1n − F1n ) for search and random
sampling. Each line captures a different search strategy. The no-search baseline is from Figure 4.
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Figure 8: Search + uncertainty sampling: True performance (F1n − F110K) and estimation bias (F̂1n − F1n ) for search and uncer-
tainty sampling. Each line captures a different search strategy. The no-search baseline is from Figure 4.

sampling in the rest of this section, as it performs qualitatively
similar to random sampling while introducing estimation bias. Does
it matter how the filtered pool is ranked? Table 6 compares BM25
ranking to random ranking in terms of true F1 after 20 batches,
demonstrating that the use of BM25 ranking does not damage
true performance—with the exception of Cat = Movie/TV when
random sampling is used. This result suggests that using human
relevance proxies to rank a search-filtered pool of documents in an
IML interface is unlikely to damage generalization performance.

Comparing the human query set to the oracle queries, the two
perform similarly. In fact, oracle seed search produces lower per-
formance gain than human seed search for Cat = Movie/TV when
random and diversity sampling are used (Table 4). This result sug-
gests that any benefit from a randomly-filtered pool is offset by
inducing label shift between the train and test distributions and
implies that Attenberg and Provost’s results may have been pes-
simistic relative to actual human-solicited searches [4]. As results

are qualitatively similar between the two query sets, we focus on
human queries only for the rest of this section.

Compared to seed search, imbalance and random search perform
similarly for the first three tasks. The top row of Figures 7 and 8
show true performance in the same style as Figure 4 for random
and uncertainty sampling respectively. Table 5 shows the relative
differences between the search strategies after 20 batches. For Cat =
Movie/TV, “more” search is generally better: with random sampling,
imbalance search results in the largest number of searches and so
produces the greatest boost in F1 score. With uncertainty sampling,
early search (from the seed and imbalanced search strategies) helps
uncertainty sampling scale faster than not searching.

While search showsminimal impact on true performance—except
for Cat = Movie/TV—search does induce additional estimation bias.
The second row of Figures 7 and 8 reveal a pattern of higher esti-
mation bias and variance. In the two category tasks, use of search
induces a significant optimism bias in early batches. For seed search,
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Table 3: True model performance without search.

F1 R P AP

Is
5
St
ar

n=100
Random 0.7908 0.8431 0.7490 0.8409
Uncertainty 0.7995 0.8451 0.7621 0.8353
Diversity 0.7927 0.9024 0.7081 0.8399

n=200
Random 0.8143 0.8524 0.7811 0.8685
Uncertainty 0.8261 0.8609 0.7948 0.8715
Diversity 0.8152 0.8981 0.7472 0.8689

n=10K Random 0.8713 0.8948 0.8491 0.9256

Is
Ve

rifi
ed

n=100
Random 0.8789 0.9343 0.8303 0.8857
Uncertainty 0.8858 0.9511 0.8293 0.8854
Diversity 0.8732 0.9149 0.8361 0.8889

n=200
Random 0.8809 0.9356 0.8326 0.8908
Uncertainty 0.8886 0.9493 0.8354 0.8932
Diversity 0.8739 0.9087 0.8423 0.8924

n=10K Random 0.8932 0.9471 0.8451 0.9062

Ca
t=

Bo
ok

s n=100
Random 0.7458 0.6521 0.8860 0.8732
Uncertainty 0.8857 0.8581 0.9160 0.9409
Diversity 0.7911 0.7495 0.8405 0.8703

n=200
Random 0.8287 0.7650 0.9065 0.9188
Uncertainty 0.9115 0.8845 0.9404 0.9567
Diversity 0.8261 0.7915 0.8652 0.9037

n=10K Random 0.9273 0.9072 0.9465 0.9720

Ca
t=

M
ov
ie
/T
V n=100

Random 0.1201 0.0975 0.2955 0.1960
Uncertainty 0.3067 0.2271 0.7077 0.4398
Diversity 0.0967 0.0850 0.2136 0.1514

n=200
Random 0.2578 0.2043 0.4203 0.3074
Uncertainty 0.6666 0.5647 0.8394 0.7216
Diversity 0.1656 0.1289 0.2924 0.2238

n=10K Random 0.7670 0.7008 0.8493 0.8285

this bias decreases as additional data is labeled via random sam-
pling. But if the user continues to search, as captured by the random
search strategy, unknown estimation bias may be incurred. If uncer-
tainty sampling is used, the estimation bias added by use of search
is small relative to the bias incurred by use of uncertainty sampling;
thus, if estimation bias is not a priority, use of search is unlikely to
harm true performance.

6 DISCUSSION
The consistent take-away of our simulation results is a trade-off
between improving a classifier’s performance and computing unbi-
ased estimates of that performance. Active learning and search can
improve generalization performance but will introduce estimation
bias. In the early-stage learning context, uncertainty sampling con-
sistently dominated random and diversity sampling approaches at
the cost of a high performance estimation bias. The consistent pes-
simistic trend induced by uncertainty sampling may be particularly
discouraging to a user and lead them to prematurely conclude that
the task is infeasible. We show that sampling some data randomly

can decrease this bias (Fig. 6) while still maintaining the general-
ization benefits of uncertainty sampling. Future work could further
explore statistical methods that use knowledge of the sampling
method to correct for this bias [7, 37], so that IML system design-
ers and users are not forced to trade off between the performance
benefits of active learning and low estimation bias.

Our results show that full-text search can effectively “seed” a
classifier with positive documents without compromising general-
ization performance—particularly for class-imbalanced tasks. How-
ever, as with active learning, we observe a trade-off between gen-
eralization performance and estimation bias. IML systems for text
classification might balance a need for strong generalization and
estimation by limiting usage of search or non-i.i.d. sampling. For
example, Lin et al. proposed a learned bandit model to choose for
the user whether to search and how to sample at each batch [41],
while Wall et al. allowed the user to choose among sampling and
search options but also provided pop-up system guidance to help
users choose [64]. How to design IML interfaces to educate users on
the trade-offs involved in these choices is an important direction for
future work. In IML contexts where unbiased estimates of classifier
performance are not important, we show that search can help im-
prove performance on tasks with a low positive class proportion. In
those contexts, search can support both the finding of positive class
examples and exploration of the underlying data [50]. Search is
also used for non-text data (e.g., [13, 31]), and we expect our search
results to generalize beyond text classification. When classifier per-
formance estimates are important, random sampling after a search
can reduce any introduced bias (Fig. 7) or performance estimates
can be computed using only non-searched labels (to decrease bias
at the expense of additional variance).

6.1 Guidelines
We summarize our findings as guidelines for bothmodelers—people
creating text classificationmodels—and designers—people designing
IML text classification interfaces.
6.1.1 Guidelines for modelers.
(M1) If annotated model performance estimation is impor-
tant, minimize non-random sampling during annotation. If
performance estimation can be deferred until later in the process,
evaluation data can be annotated later or annotated jointly with
the training sample [48].
(M2) If using uncertainty sampling, expect pessimistic esti-
mates of model performance. Annotating a randomly-sampled
evaluation set first—as Sun et al. do [61]—avoids inaccurate esti-
mates during active learning.
(M3) If the expected positive class proportion is low, use search
to establish an initial set of positive examples. Positive sam-
ples enable a model to be trained, necessary both for model-based
active learning methods to be used and to produce any performance
estimate [17].
(M4) If search is used during annotation, expect increased
variance in the model’s performance estimate. While search
is desirable in IML contexts [50], use of search may produce unpre-
dictable performance estimates; annotating a larger random sample
will increase the stability of the estimate.
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Table 4: Does the use of search for model seeding improve the resulting classifier? F1n=200 for each task and sampling strategy
when seed search is not used, and the change in performance (∆Search) when search is used in the first batch to seed the classifier.
Differences > 0.01 are bolded.

Task Query Random Uncertainty Diversity
Set F1n ∆Search F1n ∆Search F1n ∆Search

Is Verified Oracle 0.881 -0.001 0.889 -0.001 0.874 -0.004
Human 0.881 +0.001 0.889 -0.000 0.874 -0.000

Is 5 Star Oracle 0.814 -0.001 0.826 -0.001 0.815 +0.001
Human 0.814 +0.000 0.826 -0.000 0.815 -0.000

Cat = Books Oracle 0.829 +0.006 0.912 -0.000 0.826 +0.004
Human 0.829 +0.011 0.912 -0.001 0.826 +0.006

Cat = Movie/TV Oracle 0.258 +0.067 0.667 +0.051 0.166 +0.078
Human 0.258 +0.087 0.667 +0.051 0.166 +0.116

Table 5: How does seed search compare to imbalance and random search? F1n=200 for each task when human seed search is
used, and the change in performance when imbalance (∆Imbalance) or random (∆Random) search are used instead. Differences >
0.01 are bolded.

Task Random Uncertainty
F1n ∆Imbalance ∆Random F1n ∆Imbalance ∆Random

Is Verified 0.882 -0.001 -0.000 0.888 +0.000 -0.001
Is 5 Star 0.815 +0.001 -0.001 0.826 -0.001 +0.001
Cat = Books 0.840 +0.002 +0.006 0.911 +0.000 +0.001
Cat = Movie/TV 0.344 +0.251 +0.087 0.717 +0.002 -0.012

Table 6: Does the use of BM25 for ranking seed search re-
sults damage the true performance of the resulting classi-
fier? F1n=200 for each task when human seed search is used,
and the change in performance (∆BM25) when BM25 is used
to rank the filtered pool rather than a random ordering. Dif-
ferences > 0.01 are bolded.

Task Random Uncertainty
F1n ∆BM25 F1n ∆BM25

Is Verified 0.882 -0.001 0.888 -0.000
Is 5 Star 0.815 -0.002 0.826 -0.000
Cat = Books 0.840 -0.002 0.911 +0.001
Cat = Movie/TV 0.344 -0.013 0.717 +0.001

6.1.2 Guidelines for IML text classification interface designers.
(D1) Don’t show the user a live estimate of model perfor-
mance if it is likely to be inaccurate. Users make decisions
based on performance estimates, including when to stop annotat-
ing, that may be compromised by inaccurate estimates [21].
(D2) Discourage search and non-random sampling if model
performance estimates are important to the user. Interface
suggestions that describe the impact of these suggestions can help
users make informed choices [64].
(D3) Encourage search for positive samples early in the an-
notation process to increase generalization performance.We
observed performance benefits to early searching, which Ng et al.
further suggest to be desirable as a component of a user’s iterative

sensemaking process for a new classification task [50].
(D4) Encourage use of non-random sampling when true per-
formance is the primary or only objective. In general, active
learning and particularly uncertainty sampling will increase true
performance.

6.2 Societal Impacts
Interactive machine learning makes it easier for non-experts to
build and evaluate automated classification systems. IML labeling
interfaces contribute to a trend of efforts to democratize AI. Mak-
ing it easier for individuals to provide input to machine learning
systems—e.g., by providing labels—can enable a culture of partici-
patory machine learning [28]. Unfortunately, it is not clear if this
trend will have positive effects on society. If IML systems enable
people to create more classifiers, it enables those people to auto-
mate processes that promote and reflect their personal values but
are harmful to society as a whole. For example, a single Wikipedia
editor can challenge the consensus of other editors one edit at a
time, but easy access to an IML interface for training a classifier
could enable them to identify and disrupt thousands of pages. Even
where classification is appropriate and beneficial, harms may result
if adaptive, contestable human processes are replaced by rigid au-
tomated classifiers. Considering our specific approach to IML, we
use RoBERTa embeddings as input features, which are known to
capture various stereotypical biases [49].
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6.3 Limitations
The key limitation of this work is the use of a simulated user. Sim-
ulations are necessary to systematically explore the space of sam-
pling techniques, search strategies, and tasks we consider in this
paper and have been used productively as a complement to human-
centeredmethods [9, 10]. However, simulationswill inevitably differ
from actual humans and interfaces. We made assumptions about
the consistency of users (e.g., that they will choose to or be required
to label every document in a batch) and the available features of
the simulated interface, and our simulations can neither inform us
about users’ trust in the interface or resulting classifier nor about
users’ experience using the system [63]. As a next step, conducting
a user study with a prototype IML interface is necessary to verify
the patterns we observe via simulation. In particular, we expect
iterative search refinement behavior—i.e., a user iteratively refines a
query until they achieve the precision they expect from the filtered
pool—to have a large impact on estimation bias [19, 39]. Search
behavior is hugely affected by the user interface, and early-stage
exploration of a dataset is a context where iterative search refine-
ment is particularly useful. Future work for early-stage IML should
put humans in the loop to understand when searching is difficult
and when search queries help or hurt classifier performance.

We conducted simulations on only a single dataset and con-
structed tasks based on existing data features. The task of human
labeling involves a subjectivity of the concept definition that is not
present for the tasks we evaluated. To adopt the language of Chen
et al. [16]: while the data ambiguity may be high for our tasks—it is
hard to determine a product category from a short review without
additional context—the human subjectivity is low. Additional exper-
iments with labels provided by human annotators and for tasks on
which subjectivity is high are necessary. Further, applying our ap-
proach to non-text data may better reflect the reality of real-world
annotation which often includes multi-modal context for individual
data points.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we used simulations to demonstrate trade-offs that
affect the design of IML labeling interfaces for text classification.
IML labeling interfaces want to minimize human time and effort by
collecting labels as efficiently as possible, using methods like active
learning and full-text search to enable the user to provide rapid
feedback to the classifier. By achieving higher generalization per-
formance with fewer total labels, these methods promise to reduce
human cost. However, these methods exist in tension with produc-
ing consistent, low-bias estimates of the classifier’s performance
on the problem of interest. Such estimates enable users to track
their progress and estimate how many additional annotations are
required to reach a target performance. We showed that “seeding”
a classifier using full-text search can increase learning rate without
introducing substantial estimation bias. We hope that our findings
prompt an interest in a user’s initial experience with an IML system
during the early-stages of label acquisition, a problem for which
sampling and search methods that consider both the needs of the
classifier and the user’s experience are critical.
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A KEY CONCEPTS
Table 7 provides references to the section of the paper that describes
or operationalizes key concepts in our simulations. In addition, we
provide a reference that defines each concept as we use it in this
paper.

B FEATURE & LEARNER COMPARISON
We compared true performance at n = 100 and n = 200 labeled
data for various feature representations. In addition to the features
used in the main body of the paper (mean-pooled RoBERTa contex-
tualized word embeddings), we compared to bag-of-words (BoW)
and TF-IDF feature representations using either unigrams alone or
unigrams and bigrams, a common strong baseline in text classifica-
tion [66]. We tokenized all texts with spaCy’s en_core_web_sm [34]
and vectorized texts using scikit-learn [53].

Table 8 shows the number of features (|β |) and the true (test)
performance for the various feature representations at n = 100
and n = 200 randomly-sampled training data. We capped the num-
ber of bigram features at 50,000 due to memory restrictions. F1
scores indicate superior performance for RoBERTa embeddings,
motivating our default selection of feature representation. Earlier
experiments on an alternate sample of Amazon reviews [51] were
used to select logistic regression as the default statistical learner—
results are shown in Table 9. While the sample is different and we
evaluated only on two tasks, sampling regimen and preprocessing
were identical to results reported on our primary dataset. Logistic
regression was superior or competitive to alternatives at all sample
sizes, in addition to being faster to train—a significant benefit in
IML contexts. We omit results with multi-layer perceptron learners
due to the large search space of hyperparameters and model config-
urations; results were qualitatively similar to the logistic regression
learner but occasionally much worse due to convergence issues
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Table 8: True model performance with various feature representations at n = 100 and n = 200 randomly-sampled training data.

Features |β | F1 R P AP

Is
5
St
ar

n=100

Unigram BoW 32251 0.7618 0.8245 0.7138 0.7628
Bigram BoW 50000 0.7803 0.8489 0.7243 0.7899
Unigram TF-IDF 32251 0.7683 0.9861 0.6300 0.8362
Bigram TF-IDF 50000 0.7661 1.0000 0.6208 0.8482
RoBERTa 768 0.7908 0.8431 0.7490 0.8409

n=200

Unigram BoW 32251 0.7909 0.8322 0.7543 0.7945
Bigram BoW 50000 0.7966 0.8657 0.7379 0.8123
Unigram TF-IDF 32251 0.7746 0.9658 0.6514 0.8626
Bigram TF-IDF 50000 0.7732 0.9868 0.6369 0.8726
RoBERTa 768 0.8143 0.8524 0.7811 0.8685

Is
Ve

rifi
ed n=100

Unigram BoW 32251 0.8738 0.9645 0.7989 0.7674
Bigram BoW 50000 0.8726 0.9542 0.8050 0.7840
Unigram TF-IDF 32251 0.8782 1.0000 0.7828 0.8849
Bigram TF-IDF 50000 0.8782 1.0000 0.7828 0.8856
RoBERTa 768 0.8789 0.9343 0.8303 0.8857

n=200

Unigram BoW 32251 0.8744 0.9577 0.8045 0.7953
Bigram BoW 50000 0.8736 0.9450 0.8128 0.8100
Unigram TF-IDF 32251 0.8782 1.0000 0.7828 0.8870
Bigram TF-IDF 50000 0.8781 0.9999 0.7828 0.8890
RoBERTa 768 0.8809 0.9356 0.8326 0.8908

Ca
t=

Bo
ok

s

n=100

Unigram BoW 32251 0.6140 0.4769 0.8901 0.7762
Bigram BoW 50000 0.5758 0.4197 0.9341 0.7757
Unigram TF-IDF 32251 0.0013 0.0006 0.6000 0.8163
Bigram TF-IDF 50000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.8402
RoBERTa 768 0.7458 0.6521 0.8860 0.8732

n=200

Unigram BoW 32251 0.7329 0.6009 0.9437 0.8636
Bigram BoW 50000 0.6944 0.5497 0.9509 0.8517
Unigram TF-IDF 32251 0.0893 0.0478 0.9988 0.8609
Bigram TF-IDF 50000 0.0021 0.0010 0.4000 0.8669
RoBERTa 768 0.8287 0.7650 0.9065 0.9188

Ca
t=

M
ov
ie
/T
V

n=100

Unigram BoW 32251 0.1001 0.0766 0.1767 0.0994
Bigram BoW 50000 0.0960 0.0648 0.2242 0.1229
Unigram TF-IDF 32251 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2096
Bigram TF-IDF 50000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2820
RoBERTa 768 0.1201 0.0975 0.2955 0.1960

n=200

Unigram BoW 32251 0.1626 0.1436 0.3045 0.1572
Bigram BoW 50000 0.1673 0.1104 0.3765 0.1857
Unigram TF-IDF 32251 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2973
Bigram TF-IDF 50000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.3384
RoBERTa 768 0.2578 0.2043 0.4203 0.3074

within the training budget at some hyperparameter settings. Table
9 also shows a comparison against alternative RoBERTa embed-
ding strategies: RoBERTa Max uses max pooling rather than mean
pooling, while RoBERTa CLS uses the embedding for the CLS token.

C QUERY SURVEY
The query survey was administered via a web form. Five respon-
dents provided the queries shown in Table 10. The following is the
survey’s text:

To support a broader study, we are collecting data about how
humans create text queries to find documents in a category. Imagine
that you are searching a database of Amazon reviews using a Google
Search-like interface. For each of the six categories below, please
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Table 9: True model performance (F1 score) on an alterna-
tive data sample for various feature representations and
learners. Learners are logistic regression (LogReg), support-
vector machines (SVM), and gradient boosting decision tree
(GBDT).

Features LogReg SVM GBDT

Is
5
St
ar n=100

BoW (Hashed) 0.788 0.796 0.777
RoBERTa CLS 0.775 0.758 0.798
RoBERTa Max 0.778 0.793 0.758
RoBERTa Mean 0.815 0.786 0.809

n=200

BoW (Hashed) 0.813 0.823 0.775
RoBERTa CLS 0.786 0.782 0.804
RoBERTa Max 0.801 0.791 0.773
RoBERTa Mean 0.835 0.799 0.828

Is
Ve

rifi
ed n=100

BoW (Hashed) 0.910 0.910 0.911
RoBERTa CLS 0.910 0.829 0.912
RoBERTa Max 0.912 0.881 0.914
RoBERTa Mean 0.913 0.828 0.910

n=200

BoW (Hashed) 0.911 0.909 0.911
RoBERTa CLS 0.911 0.911 0.909
RoBERTa Max 0.913 0.892 0.914
RoBERTa Mean 0.916 0.851 0.910

provide 3-10 text queries that you would use to identify reviews in
that category. Enter queries one per line or separated with a comma
or semicolon. Thank you!

(1) Looking for 5-star reviews. Enter 3-10 text queries in the box
below.

(2) Looking for reviews written by Verified Buyers of the prod-
uct. Enter 3-10 text queries in the box below.

(3) Looking for reviews of books. (Reviews written about prod-
ucts in the Books category.) Enter 3-10 text queries in the
box below.

(4) Looking for reviews of movies and TV shows. (Reviews writ-
ten about products in the Movies & TV category.) Enter 3-10
text queries in the box below.

D PRODUCT CATEGORIZATION
The Amazon Customer Reviews Dataset11 is segmented into 43
product categories. To match the language of modern categories
used on Amazon and improve the validity of the query survey, we
combined several of the dataset’s product categories to create the
category tasks we used in our experiments. The Books category
was mapped from categories ‘Books’ and ‘Digital_Ebook_Purchase’,
while the Movie/TV category was mapped from categories ‘Video’,
‘Video DVD’, and ‘Digital_Video_Download’. We selected the two
categories to reflect a diversity of topic and overall prevalence in
the dataset from among categories in common use by Amazon in
2021.

11https://s3.amazonaws.com/amazon-reviews-pds/readme.html

E GENERATED QUERIES
In addition to the human-provided queries and the oracle batches,
we conducted experiments with two additional sets of generated
queries—Broad and Narrow—based on the degree to which they
filter the pool and the resulting positive class proportion of the fil-
tered pool. Compared to human-solicited queries, broad and narrow
queries both retrieve successively fewer documents in exchange
for a greater proportion of positive documents in the filtered pool
(see Figure 9). Examples are shown in Table 11. We observed all
results involving Broad and Narrow query sets to be qualitatively
similar to the Human query set. For example, complete seed search
results are shown in Table 12.
Broad query set. From a sampling perspective, the key feature
of a query is the positive class proportion in the filtered result
pool. For each task, we generated queries by selecting the top ten
unigrams that appear in at least 50 training documents and result
in the highest positive class proportion. The queries generated for
broad search are restricted to return at least 50 documents so that
the sampling strategy remains important to the content of the batch
when |B | < 50.
Narrow query set. In contrast to the broad queries that retrieve
many more documents than the batch size, narrow search emulates
cases where the searcher is able to generate a query that accurately
filters to a high-precision, low-recall subset of documents in the
positive class.12 For each task, we selected the top ten conjunc-
tions (i.e., unigram1 ∧ unigram2) that retrieve only positive-class
documents and 5-20 documents total.
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Figure 9: Characteristics of the human (H), broad (B), narrow
(N), and oracle (O) query sets. TheX axis (log scale) shows the
percentage change in the proportion of positive class docu-
ments in the unlabeled training pool (α ) from the full pool
to the query-filtered pool. e.g., Oracle queries always return
a filtered pool with α=0.5, which is a decrease in α for Is Ver-
ified (V) and Is 5 Star (5) but an increase for Cat = Books (B)
and Cat = Movie/TV (M). The Y axis shows the median num-
ber of documents retrieved by Anserini for each query.

F UNBIASED POOL-BASED ACTIVE
LEARNINGWITH LCB-AL

Some active learning approaches use importance sampling to explic-
itly correct for the sampling bias introduced by using non-random
12Generating such queries is implausible in generic search contexts, but an IML inter-
face provides a context where additional conditions can be added to successive queries
until the user has identified a query that produces a high positive-class precision.
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Table 10: Human-generated queries for each task.

Is Verified Is 5 Star Cat = Books Cat = Movie/TV

Amazon 5-star Author Actor
I bought 5-star reviews Good read IMDB
I purchased 5-star reviews an engaging story Movie
Received it damaged Buy again available on kindle Oscar
Returning the product Excellent book Rotten tomatoes
actual purchase Great book TV
confirmed purchase High Quality book recommendation TV shows
i purchased this several times Really good contains practical guidance a common cliche
i’ve used it for a long time Very Happy detective stories actress
much better compared to other products amazing product fiction best action movie
my own experience best great book cinema
photo picture best reviews negative rating enjoy watching
verified buyer reviews buy again non-fiction films
verified purchase exceeds my expectation novel genre
verified reviews excellent quality overall rating hilarious episodes
verified reviews fantastic product page turner how xxx

Table 11: Top generated queries for each task, sorted by positive class proportion in the filtered pool.

Task Broad Queries Narrow Queries

Is Verified shoe, iphone, wear, advertised five∧fit, five∧price, five∧easy, fit∧right
Is 5 Star five, outstanding, thank, wow five∧price, five∧fit, five∧easy, five∧best
Cat = Books readers, author, chapters, book cant∧reading, story∧got, stars∧reading, reading∧excellent
Cat = Movie/TV movie, film, watched, dvd five∧see, didnt∧excellent, product∧story, again∧excellent

Table 12: Seed search with Narrow and Broad query sets. This is an expansion of Table 4. F1n=200 for each task and sampling
strategy when search seeding is not used, and the change in performance (∆Search) when search is used in the first batch to
seed the classifier.

Task Query Random Uncertainty Diversity
Set F1n ∆Search F1n ∆Search F1n ∆Search

Is Verified Oracle 0.881 -0.001 0.889 -0.001 0.874 -0.004
Is Verified Human 0.881 +0.001 0.889 -0.000 0.874 -0.000
Is Verified Broad 0.881 +0.000 0.889 -0.000 0.874 +0.001
Is Verified Narrow 0.881 +0.001 0.889 -0.001 0.874 +0.001
Is 5 Star Oracle 0.814 -0.001 0.826 -0.001 0.815 +0.001
Is 5 Star Human 0.814 +0.000 0.826 -0.000 0.815 -0.000
Is 5 Star Broad 0.814 +0.001 0.826 -0.003 0.815 +0.002
Is 5 Star Narrow 0.814 -0.000 0.826 +0.000 0.815 +0.000
Cat = Books Oracle 0.829 +0.006 0.912 -0.000 0.826 +0.004
Cat = Books Human 0.829 +0.011 0.912 -0.001 0.826 +0.006
Cat = Books Broad 0.829 +0.006 0.912 +0.000 0.826 +0.006
Cat = Books Narrow 0.829 +0.006 0.912 -0.001 0.826 +0.004
Cat = Movie/TV Oracle 0.258 +0.067 0.667 +0.051 0.166 +0.078
Cat = Movie/TV Human 0.258 +0.087 0.667 +0.051 0.166 +0.116
Cat = Movie/TV Broad 0.258 +0.071 0.667 +0.054 0.166 +0.098
Cat = Movie/TV Narrow 0.258 +0.023 0.667 +0.048 0.166 +0.015
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Figure 10: LCB-AL true and estimated performance, added to the existing lines (random, uncertainty, and diversity) from
Figure 4. The three estimation strategies are described in the text. This figure is best viewed in color.

sampling [7]. As these approaches provide theoretically-unbiased
estimates of the risk [26], we wanted to see if this theory would
manifest in practice during early-stage learning and for thresholded
metrics such as F1. LCB-AL is the current state-of-the-art among
pool-based active learning algorithms that provide these unbiased
estimates [27].

We implemented the LCB-AL algorithm, adapted for the batch-
mode setting and to disallow re-querying of labeled documents,
using PyTorch’s L-BFGS implementation to solve the associated
optimization problem. As LCB-AL combines sampling and model
training into one algorithm, multiple options exist for estimating
true performance. We compare three reasonable approaches: (1)De-
fault, using the LCB-AL classifier produced after each batch to
directly predict on the test set; (2) Retrain, throwing out the prob-
ability information and LCB-AL-optimized classifier to re-train a
new classifier based just on the labeled data, which is the approach

used for the other sampling strategies; (3) Rejection, using rejec-
tion sampling to create a training set from the importance-weighted
labeled documents and training a new classifier from the resulting
sample, as described by Beygelzeimer et al. [7]. LCB-AL has several
hyperparameters, which is another aspect of the approach that
makes it ill-fitted for the one-shot IML context. In the results we
present here, we set pmin =

1
4n and Ct =

√
log (t )

100000 . We found our
LCB-AL results to be relatively insensitive to these parameters, al-
though the high values forCt reported in the original paper caused
convergence issues [27]. Results are shown in Figure 10. While
LCB-AL’s true performance varies by task and which of the three
true performance estimation approaches is used, none outperforms
random sampling. Generally, the LCB-AL results resemble random
sampling in terms of true performance, with additional estimation
bias. LCB-AL may perform more effectively outside of the early-
stage context, where the high variance involved in the sampling
approach provides little benefit.
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